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Abstract :
In this paper, we present a secure multi
owner data sharing scheme for dynamic
groups in the cloud computing. By
leveraging on group signature and dynamic
broadcast encryption techniques, any cloud
user can anonymously share data with
others. In this propose a new model for
Sharing Secure Data in the Cloud computing
for the Multiuser Groups. In this one of the
biggest concern with cloud data storage is
that of data integrity verification at untreated
servers. To preserve data privacy, the basic
solution is to encrypt data files, and then
upload the encrypted data into the cloud. To
resolve this problem recently the best
efficient method MONA presented for
secured multi owner data sharing in however
we identified some limitations in that same
approach in terms of reliability and
scalability. Hence in this paper we are
further extending the basic MONA by
adding the reliability and as well as
improving the scalability by increasing the
number of group managers dynamically.
Keywords Cloud Computing, Data Sharing,
Group Signature, Dynamic Groups, User
Revocation, Access Control

1.INTRODUCTION:
Cloud computing is one of the greatest
platforms which provide storage of data in
very lesser cost and available for all time

over the internet Cloud computing is
Internet-based computing, whereby shared
resources, software and information are
provided to computers and devices on
demand. In this several trends are opening
up the era of Cloud Computing, which are
an Internet-based development and use of
computer technology. Cloud Computing
means more than simply saving on
Information Technology implementation
costs. Cloud Computing offers enormous
opportunity for new innovation, and even
disruption of entire industries. So Cloud
computing is the long dreamed vision of
computing as a utility, where data owners
can remotely store their data in the cloud to
enjoy on-demand high-quality applications
and services from a shared pool of
configurable computing resources.
Cloud Computing is recognized as an
alternative to traditional Information
Technology (IT) due to its intrinsic
resource-sharing
and
low-maintenance
characteristics. In this cloud computing, the
cloud service providers (CSPs), such as
Amazon, are able to deliver various services
to cloud computing users with the help of
powerful datacenters. By migrating the local
data management systems into cloud
servers, users can enjoy high-quality
services and save significant investments on
their local infrastructures, and one of the
most fundamental services offered by cloud
providers is data storage. Let us consider a
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practical data application. A company
allows its staffs in the same group or
department to store and share files in the
cloud. Specifically, the cloud servers
managed by cloud providers are not fully
trusted by users while the data files stored in
the cloud may be sensitive and confidential,
such as business plans. To preserve data
privacy, a basic solution is to encrypting
data files, and then uploads the encrypted
data into the cloud. Unfortunately, designing
an efficient and secure data sharing scheme
for groups in the cloud is not an easy task
due to the following challenging issues.
Many privacy techniques for data sharing on
remote storage machines have been
recommended. In these models, the data
owners store the encrypted data on untreated
remote storage. After that they will share the
respective decryption keys with the
authorized users. This prevent the cloud
service providers and intruders to access the
encrypted data, as they don’t have the
decrypting keys. However the new data

owner registration in the above said models
reveals the identity of the new data owner to
the others in the group. The new data owner
has to take permission from other data
owners in the group before generating a
decrypting key. The proposed system
identified the problems during multi owner
data sharing and proposed an efficient
protocols and cryptographic techniques for
solving drawbacks in the traditional
approach. In this it proposed an efficient and
novel secure key protocol for group key
generation and using these key data owners
can encrypt the all files. Suppose new user
register into group the user need not to
contact the data owner during the
downloading of files and data can be
encrypted with AES before uploading the
data in to the cloud.
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Table 1: Literature Survey

3. EXISTING SYSTEM:
In existing system the security schemes
study about several method for secure data
sharing on untrusted cloud. The only data
owner or group manager has the authority to
share and stored the files on untrusted cloud.
Thus the data owner or group manager can
send private decryption keys to the
authorised users. Thus the out side users or
storage server can't read the contents of the
file as they are unaware of private
encryption keys. Thus the complexity of the
new users is increasing with no of data users
and
the
no
of
revoked
users
respectively..Old system develop new crypto
system for fine-grained sharing data and the
no of revoked users based on key-policy
attribute based encryption (KP-ABE).
The solution for preserving data
privacy is to encrypt the data and then it can
be stored on the cloud. Unfortunately,
designing an efficient and secure data
sharing scheme for groups in the cloud is not
an easy task. Thus in the existing system the
only data owner or group manager has the
authority to share and stored the files on
untrusted cloud. Thus the data owner or
group manager can send private decryption
keys to the authorised users. Thus the out
side users or storage server can't read the
contents of the file as they are unaware of
private encryption keys.

General
Motors

vehicle drivers
Route
prediction
using HMM

prediction
To make this
appraoch
suitable for real

MONA MODEL:
In the security schemes we have
study about several method for secure data
sharing on untrusted cloud. Unfortunately,
designing an efficient and secure data
sharing scheme for groups in the cloud is not
an easy task. To overcome the problem
occured by the existing system, the new
method is implemented called as MONA.
The MONA presents the new method for
secure data sharing and storing on untrusted
cloud. In this, user is able to share data with
others on cloud without reveling the identity
privacy. In addition to this, it allows new
user joining and users revocation list. The
new users can decrypt files stored on the
cloud without participating. The user
revocation can be found out by using public
revocation list without updating private keys
of another users.
The MONA[1] consist of three main
different entities
1)Group manager
2)Group member
3)Cloud server
Disadvantages:
Only the group manager can store and
modify data in the cloud. The changes of
membership make secure data sharing
extremely difficult the issue of user
revocation is not addressed.
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4. SYSTEM MODEL AND ITS
DESIGN GOALS
4.1 SYSTEM MODEL:
We design a cloud computing architecture
by combining with an example of
organization uses to its staff in same group
or department to store and share data. The
system model has four parts such as System
Admin, group manager, large number of
group members and cloud.
Cloud is like a server to store the data and
maintain the data securely. Cloud is
operated on CSP i.e. Cloud Service Provider
by them storage as service and provides
large storage services. Cloud is not fully
trusted on users. We assume that the cloud
server is honest and trust them. So Cloud
server will not maliciously delete or modify
user data due to security of data, but users
try to learn data by using own identities of
cloud.
Cloud Computing
Cloud computing the word cloud is used as a
“the Internet” so the phrase cloud computing
means "a type of Internet-based computing,"
where different services -- such as servers,
storage and applications -- are provide to an
organization's computers and devices
through the Internet in lower cost.

System Administrator is controls the group
manager and add the group managers and
assign to each department uniquely,
deactivate the managers to revocation list,
maintain the log details of managers. System
Admin is control overall groups.
System Administrator Module
System Admin takes charge of followings,
1. System initialization,

2. Manager registration,
3. Manager revocation
Group manager controls the system
generation,
user
registration,
user
revocation, and
revealing the real identity of a dispute data
owner. In the given example manager is the
group manager of each department wise.
Therefore, we assume that the group
manager is fully trusted by the other parties.
Group Manager Module
Group manager takes charge of followings,
1. System parameters generation,
2. User registration,
3. User revocation, and
4. Revealing the real identity of a dispute
data owner.
Therefore, we assume that the group
manager is fully trusted by the other parties.
The group manager is take the responsibility
of user registration and also user revocation.
Group members are the registered users they
will upload their private data into the cloud
server and share the data among the group
members. In our example, the employee
plays the role of group members. It allows
the group members changed, due to the staff
resignation and the participation of new
employee in the organization.
Group Member Module
Group members are registered users that will
1. Store their private data into the cloud
server and
2. Share them with others in the group.
The group member are the owners of
changing the files in the group and they are
modify it.
File Security Module
1. Encrypting the data file.
2. File stored in the cloud can be deleted by
either the
group manager or the data owner.
(i.e., the member who uploaded the file into
the server)
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Group Signature Module
A group signature scheme allows any
member of the group to sign messages while
keeping the identity secret from verifiers.
The designated group manager can reveal
the identity of the signature’s originator
when a dispute occurs, which is denoted as
traceability.
User Revocation Module
User revocation is performed by the group
manager by revocation list (RL), based on
which group members can encrypt their data
files and ensure the confidentiality against
the revoked users.

Fig. 1 System Model.

4.2 Design Goals:
We describe the main design goals of the
proposed system including access control,
data
confidentiality,
anonymity
and
traceability, and efficiency as follows:
Access control: First, authorizes group
members are able to access the cloud data.
Second, unauthorized users cannot access
the cloud data at any time, and revoked
users will not be capable of accessing the
cloud once they are revoked.

Data confidentiality: Data confidentiality
requires that unauthorized users are not
capable to access the content of the stored
data. An important and challenging issue for
data confidentiality for dynamic groups.
Specifically, new users should access the
data stored in the cloud before their
participation, and revoked users are unable
to access the data removed into the cloud
after the revocation. Data owner will store
the data on cloud and share among the group
members and data owner will modify the
data and delete the data in the cloud.
Anonymity and traceability: Anonymity
guarantees that group members can access
the cloud without revealing the real identity.
Although anonymity is an effective
protection for users identity, it also poses a
potential inside attack risk to the system. For
example, an inside attacker may store and
share a malicious information to get the
important information. Thus, to remove the
inside attack, the group manager should
have the
ability to verify the real identities or
members of data owners.
If the one group member access the data and
delete or modify the data by other group
members data can be easily traceable in the
cloud.
Efficiency: The efficiency is defined as
follows: Any group member can store and
share data files with others in the group by
the cloud . User revocation is achieved by
without involving the remaining users. The
remaining users do not need to update their
private keys or re encryption operations.
New group member can access all the
content data files stored on cloud before his
participation without contacting with the
data owner.
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5.THE PROPOSED SCHEME:
MONA
5.1 Overview
MONA is multi owner data sharing to
achieve secure data sharing for dynamic
groups in the cloud. we used to combine the
group signature and dynamic broadcast
encryption techniques. Specially, the group
signature scheme enables users to
anonymously use the cloud resources and
the dynamic broadcast encryption technique
allows data owners to securely share their
data files with others group members
including new joining users.
But each user has to compute revocation
parameters to protect the confidentiality
from the revoked users in the dynamic
broadcast encryption scheme.
To overcome this challenging issue, we let
the group manager compute the revocation
parameters and make the result public
available by migrating them into the cloud.
Such a design can significantly reduce the
computation overhead of users to
encrypt files and the cipher text size.
Specially, the computation overhead of users
for encryption operations and the cipher text
size is constant and independent of the
revocation users.
This MONA system provide efficiency,
scalability and most importantly reliability.
In MONA group member access and upload
the
data
by
using
encryption
algorithm(AES) and use private key.

5.2Advantages:
1.To overcome the disadvantage of existing
system MONA, in the proposed MONA
system is
generate the OTP(one time password) due to
that group member receives the private by
mail and access the data or to share the data
on cloud and provide the more security.

2.Also group member upload the data in
encrypted format due to that unauthorized
user or attacker will not access the data.
3.Another advantage is we declare the
System Administrator to handle the overall
system control or to handle the all group
managers and maintain the log of managers.
4.Also we provide the revocation list to
remove the unauthorized users and they
unable to access the data over the cloud.
Scheme Description
This system describe system initialization,
user registration, user revocation, file
generation, file deletion, file access and
traceability.
System Initialization
The System Administrator takes charge of
system initialization generating a bilinear
map group system. First Admin allocate the
group managers to each group or
department.
Maintain the log detail of managers.
User Registration
The group manager takes the charge of user
registration. When any new user assign any
particular group or add the new user then
manager register the new user. And maintain
the log details of group members.
After the user registration user obtain the
private key and used group signature for file
generation and file decryption.
User Revocation
User
revocation
is
performed
by
Administrator to remove the group manager.
And performed by Group maanger to
remove group members based on encrypt
data files and ensure the confidentiality
against revoke users. Admin and group
manager update the revocation list each day.
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File Generation
To store and share the data on the cloud a
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group member is perform operations.
When member share or access the data first
send the group identity or ID of member
then the cloud verify the revocation list is
this authorized user or not. Otherwise failed
to generate the file.
Second is verifying the signature. If this all
are valid then member can generate the file
and share it on group.
Table 1: Message format for uploading data

File Deletion
File store on cloud is delete by either group
manager or data owner (who upload the
data). To delete the file ID data and group
signature is required and send it to cloud.
Then cloud will delete the file.
File Access
File access means to load the data on cloud
by group members. But this process is
similar to file generation. First verify the
valid user using revocation list and group ID
data. If user is valid then give access to data
otherwise failed to access.
Traceability
When data dispute occurs then tracing is
used to performed by group manager to
identify the real data owner

Fig. 2 Proposed Scheme MONA.

6.Conclusion:
we implement a secure data sharing system,
Mona, for dynamic groups in an untrusted
cloud. In Mona, a member is to share data
with others in the group without revealing
identity privacy to the cloud. Mona supports
efficient user revocation and add new user.
Efficient user revocation can be achieved
through a public revocation list without
updating the private keys of the remaining
users, and new users can directly decrypt
files with encrypted format stored in the
cloud before their participation. We
implement One Administrator to handle
Group manager and verify manager in
revocation list.Also we provide security by
using OTP generation gives private key to
each member. We proposed the satisfies the
desired security requirements and guarantees
efficiency as well.
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